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ABSTRACT

In the beginning of 1998 the European project, AIRLESS, was started to develop strategies,
principles and protocols to improve and control the petiormance of HVAC-systems and its
components for the incorporation in codes and guidelines. The project is divided in 6 tasks.
The Hermann-Rietschel-Institute deals with the second task of the project, the maintenance of
HVAC-systems. People stay approximately 90% of their lifetime in enclosed rooms. These
rooms are often served by HVAC systems. In recent years poor indoor climate has caused
health problems in buildings. One reason for these problems can be wrong maintenance of the
WAC-systems. The objective of this task is to develop a new maintenance guideline for
better indoor air quality. This paper deals with the fist two sup-tasks of the task two of the
project. In the first part existing maintenance guidelines will be compared. In the second part
investigations for defining cleanliness are described. The third and last sub-task, the definition
of a new guideline, is not part of that report. The literature review shows, that the existing
guidelines do not address the fifl spectrum of critical factors. Some of them lack precise
specifications about cleanliness and precise working procedures. Thus, the new maintenance
guideline should be a mixture of existing guidelines and results from the investigations about
cleanliness and related working procedures. First investigations for definition of cleanliness
show that it is not easy to give only some values for cleanliness. The first results are presented
in the following chapters.

INTRODUCTION

Maintenance of air-conditioning systems is acknowledged as an importmt means to run
HVAC-systems properly. Although several maintenance programs and standards exist, not
many systems are mtitained in a proper way. Most standards and programs are not concerned
with the indoor environment, they are only concerned with repair and fdure response of
system components. Therefore additional maintenance efforts are necessary. In this task of the
project, current maintenance strategies will be reviewed and occurred problems are pointed
out. Furthermore, different cleaning methods for all components will be investigated to define
cleanliness and criteria for cleanliness with respect to HVAC-systems ad their components.

Table 1. Time schedule task 2

I Action- I Time-- I

2.1 Literaturereview 01.01.1998–03.31.1998 OSdone)

2.2 Definitionof cleanliness 04.01.1998– 06.31.1999

2.3 Newmaintenanceprotocol 04.01.1999– 12.31.1999

A “new” maintenrmce protocol, including dso methods to check ventilation and energy
performance will be developed. In table 1 the timetable for the task two is shown.



Methods [1]
This literature review contains a review of international maintenance guidelines. The amdysis of
these guidelines was made according to the following points of view:
1. Maintenance cycles
2. Definition of cleanliness
3. Maintenance tasks and description
4. How is the work described?
5. Spatial needs, requirements and accessibility
6. Training of maintenance personnel

For this project “maintenance” was defined according to the German guidelineD~31 051 [2]
(Table 2). The goal of Task 2 “maintenance” is to develop a new maintenance guideline for
better indoor air quality.

Table. 2: Definition of Maintenance according to DIN 31051 [2,3]

I Maintenance
I

Groupingof measures
Servicing I Inspection I Repair

Aims of measures=definitionaccordingto DIN 31051
Maintainingthe Identificationand Restorationof the
prescribedcondition assessmentof the prescribedcondition

actualcondition

Individualmeasures I
Testing
Readjustment
Replacement
Supplementation
Lubrication
Preservation

Testing
Measurement
Assessment

Repair
Replacement

Cleaning
I

Carriedoutby
Skilledmechanic Technician Skilledmechanic
Technician Engineer Technician

Results [1]
Because it is not possible to show the whole investigated standards, a single example will be
used as an illustration - VDMA 24186 [31 - Part 1: Maintenance uro~ram for HVAC systems

Under this standard, a maintenance program is set up for each equipment component.
According to this standard, duct cleaning is not a maintenance activity.

1. The maintenance cycles are divided in “periodic” and “as required” activities. The time
interval must be defined for each system.

2. No detition available. Contamination must be checked.
3. No concrete definition for hygienic aspects.
4. Activities are well described for each component, codd be still completed, a. No

definition for spatial needs.
5. Maintenance is ordy to be executed by trained technicrd personnel (DIN 3105 1).



Discussion
The review shows that it is important to define a new maintenance guideline for HVAC
systems. The existing guidelines do not address the fufl spectrum of critical factors. Some of
them lack precise specifications about cleanliness and precise working procedures. Thus, the
new maintenance guideline should be a mixture of existing guidelines and results from the
investigations about cleanliness and related working procedures.

DEFINITION OF CLEANLINESS FOR DUCTS

Methods [6]
First investigations are started for defining cledlness. Questions like “How clean is clean?’,
has to be answered. The definitions for cleanliness for ducts and humidtiers are done. For this
report ody ducts will be pointed out. In the presentation it is possible to give more itiormation
about the investigations. For the definition of cleanliness in ducts we made field studies and
literature researches. The field studies are done in cooperation with the FU Berlin, Institute for
Hygiene. The main task was the comparison of the dtierent methods for defining the dust load
in ducts. Parallel the existing levels for dust loads in ducts were compared (Table 3).

Restits [4,5]

In Table 5 a summary of dust stiace concentration levels from various studies is shown.
Different methods for measuring the dust load on the sufiace are shown. Also the different
guidelines or standards are figured out. Some of the methods are listed in the following tables
3 and 4. These are only two of more than 5 lists. The dMerence between the compared
methods is the ways how to get the dust from the duct sufiace. The so c~ed “new method” in
table 6 is not yet patented, so it is not possible to explain more about it until now. The existing
current target values on the dust load of air ducts and room air are shown in table 5.

Table 3. Visual methods to define the dust loads in ducts

Table 4. Exhaust methods with mechanic methods to release the particles
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Table 6: Current t~get values on the hygiene of air ducts and room air.

Country

USA

Great

Britain

Sweden

Japan

Finland

Germany

Duet used for I Dust-Values I Method

after prior to

Cleaning Cleaning

(1) 0.1 g/m2 Vacuum Method
NADCA

supply Air 0.1 g/m2 1 glm’ Vacuum Method
60 ~ HVCA(3)

Recirculating 1 gfm’ Vacuum Method
Air 60 ~ HVCA(3)

Exhaust 6 glm’ Vacuum Method
Air 180 ~ HVCA(3)

Supply Air 1 glm’ not mentioned

Supply Air 1 gfm’ Wiping Method
JADCA

Supply Air 2 glm’ plastic blade /
5 glm2 vacuum,

general broom-clean plastic blade /
I I Ivacuum

iRemarks

(Source-No.)

Guidliue (1)

Guideline (2)

Ordinance (4)

Guideline (5)

Guideline (6)

Guideline (7)

References:
(1) NationalAir DuctCleanersAssociation(NADC4 1992)
(2) HeatingandVentilationContractorsAssociation(HVC4 1998)
(3) Mikrometer-Valuesreferto measurementof dustthiclmess
(4) The SwedishNationalBoardof Housing,BuildingandPlanning(BFS, 1992)
(5) Yoshizawaetal. (1997)
(6) 2 #mz = “excellentmaintenance”,5 ~mz = “good maintenance”,FinnishSocietyof IndoorAir

@ty andClimate, (FiSIAQ 1995) -
(7) VereinDeutscherIngenieure,GuidelineVDI 6022 (VDI, 1998)
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Fi@re 1. Comparison of different methods to defiie the dust load in ducts [6]

~ the field studies the dMerent methods for defining dust load on a surface are compared.
Figure 1 shows the measured dust load in one duct with ~erent methods. The measurements
were made at the beginning, at the middle and at the end of a duct. It is possible to see that the
dust load decreases to the end of a duct. But the important result is that dfierent methods will



give different loads at the same place. The conclusion of that results is that it is not possible to
defie only limits for cleanliness. It is important to define dso the method for measuring that
limits.

DISCUSSION OF THE DEFINITION OF CLEANLINESS

Table 7 includes the fist definition of cleardiness made by TU Berlin for ducts. The limits are
made for the various existing dust measurement methods

Table 7: Approximate corresponding target values for dud cleanliness referring to various existing dust
measurement methods [5]

Detection Dust surface concentration [g/m’]
Method description

Total dust
Vacuum
Wiping
Tape

Vacuum
Vacuum
Vacuum

solvent
withblade
JADCA

gravimetric
withbrush

Wintest
NADCA/HVC!A

efficiency
(Faktor)

1
0.9
0.5
0.35
0.15
0.1
0.02

low standard medium standard high
standard

20.0 10.0 5.0
18.0 9.0 4.5
10.0 5.0 2.5
7.0 3.5 1.8
3.0 1.5 0.8
2.0 1.0 0.5
0.4 0.2 0.1

It is important to defie liits which are essential for a good indoor air quality, and also easy
to apply for maintenance companies. A guideline with limits which are not realizable is not
usefil. The defined limits has to be checked for that.
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